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SUNMARY
The Schlichting method for the computation of the laminar boundary
layer states that on an impervious surface the shape of the velocity pro-
file is determined by the local effective pressure gradient; this gra-
dient is directly proportional to the product of the actual pressure gra-
dient and the square of the boundary-layer thickness.
.—
It is apparent,
9 therefore, that in a region of falling pressure the Schlichting method
predicts that an increase in boundary-layer thickness increases the
effective pressure gradient and thus results in a more convex velocity
l profile. Because the increase in convexity is known to imply an increase
in the critical boundary-layer Reynolds numb=j it would ame~ t~t ~
increase in boundary-layer thickness could increase the local critical
Reynolds number more than the local boundary-layer Reynolds number.
In order to investigate this possibility, computations have been
made by combining the Schlichting method with the Lin method for the
calculation of the critical Reynolds number of a velocity profile. The
computations indicate that in a region of falling pressure on an imper-
vious surface sm increase in boundary-layer thickness can cause the
velocity profile sha~e to be changed enough by the increase in effective
pressure gradient so that the ratio of the local critical Reynolds num-
ber to the local boundary-layer Reynolds number is increased. It thus
appears that the local stability of the boundary layer can be increased
by a local increase in boundary-layer thickness. The computations al-so
indicate that similsr effects occur when there is flow through the sur-
face; in this case the results depend on the effective flow through the
surface as well as on the effective pressure gradient.
.-
These calculations suggest that an increase in boundary-layer thick-
ness can decrease the disturbing effect of roughness particles without a
decrease in stability. This conclusion is implied by the result that an
. increase in boundary-layer thickness reduces the velocity at a fixed
distance from the surface more than the change in velocity profile
increases the velocity. One method of increasing the boundary-layer
l thickness, nsmely, blowing near the stagnation point, has been investi-
gated theoretically and seems to have limited potentialities because the
blowing produces a significant increase in boundary-layer thickness only
over the foremost portion of the airfoil.
—
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INTRODUCTION
.-
A number of years ago investigators noticed that a falling pres-
sure in the direction of flow was able to i“ficreasethe extent of lsminar
flow on a surface and thereby decrease its friction drag (references 1,
2, and 3). This observation was made the basis for the design of air-
foils that are able to have much smaller drag coefficients than previ-
ously known airfoils. In order txrobtain the small drag coefficients,
however, it is necessary that--theairfoil surface be smooth and free of
waves. The requirement of--asmooth and wave-free surface has, to the
present, prevented the consistent attainme~t in flight of wing drag
coefficients as small as those obtained In wind-tunnel tests.
The experimental finding that under proper conditions a falling
pressure in the direction of flow causes increases in the extent of
laminar flow was given a theoretical basis-by the work of reference 4.
The theoretical work showed that a pressure drop increases the convexity
of velocity profiles and thereby increases their critical Reynolds num-
bers. The critical Reynolds number is the Reynolds number below which
transition to turbulentflow cannot--becaused by the growth of small
departures from the mean velocity inside the boundary layer as the fliiid
moves downstream. To form the Reynolds nuiiberthe velocity at the outer
edge of the boundary layer is used; the lerigthis a boundary-layer
thickness.
Another important theoretical finding (reference ~) was that a flow
of fluid.intu the-~urface increases the coi~exity of the velocity profile
and thereby increases it~critztcal Reynolds number; an outflow was found
to decrease th~critical Reynolds number. -Becausethe effects on the
critical Reynolds number are large for very small flow velocities through
the surface, the method of maintaining hminar flow by sucking fluid into
the airfoil through a porous surface appeared to have practical vslue.
In order to test the method, the work of re”i’krence6 was done. Full-chord
lsminar flow was observed up to a Reynolds iiumberof 20 x 106 and it was
concluded that larger Reynolds numbers woul~not limit the extent of l’&ui-””
nar flow if the surface were sufficiently smooth and free of waviness.
Another method for maintaining laminfi-flow was based on the experi-
mental observation that transition often seems to occur at a fairly defi-
nite value of the boundary-layer Reynolds number.
- -—
Exsmples of the appli-
cation of this observation are references 7, 8, and 9 in which a number
of slots were placed along the airfoil surface and air drawn into the
interior in order to decrease the boundary-~ayer Re”ynoldsnumber.
In tests of each of the three methods, namely, pressure drop, suc-
tion through a porous surface, and limitati~n of magnitude of boundary-
layer Reynolds number, it was found that, in-order to avoid early transi-
tion to turbulent flow, the surface has to be free of noticeable roughness
particles and other departures from smoothness. The work of reference 10
indicated that the roughness Reynolds nunbe~, formed from the height of
the roughness particle and the velocity at=distance from the surface
equal to the roughness height with the particle absen~ furnishes a
v
—
—
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l measure of the disturbing effect of a particle. For a small effect, a _.._
small roughness Reymolds number is necessary. All three methods for
keeping the boundary layer laminar, however, increase rather than
u decrease the roughness Reynolds number of a psrticle. —
In the Schlichting method (reference 11), the shape of the velo-
city profile on an imperviom surface depends only on the kinematic
viscosity, on the local gradient of velocity at the outer edge of the
boundary layer, and on the local boundary-layer thic~ess. The combina-
tion of variables is such that an increase in boundary-layer thic~ess
increases the effect of velocity gradient; therefore, in a region of
falling pressure, an increase in boundary-layer thic~ess results in a
more convex velocity profile. Because the increase in convexity carries
with it an increase in the critical boundary-layer Reynolds nmberj the
possibility arises that an increase in boundary-layer thickness may
increase the local critical Reynolds number more than the local boundary-
layer Reynolds number is increased.by the increase in thiclmess. There
is thus the possibility that an increase in boundary-layer thickness can
increase the stability of the boundary layer.
~ The purpose of the present work is therefore to investigate theo-
retically the effect of an increase in boundary-layer thickness on the
.
stability of the boundary layer. The analysis also includes an investi-
gation of the effect of an increase in boundary-layer thiclmess on the
roughness Reynolds number and of the ability of blowing at the stagna-
tion point to increase the boundary-layer thickness without making the
boundary layer unstable.
SYMBOLS
a,b coefficients in expression for *
co =(*): (-vw@s
cl+ drag equivalent of power required for boundary-layer
CDt am of wake drag coefficient and c+
f
--
Vw dx
. CQ,=
5.:
.
F chord of airfoil
C09C1)C2 coefficients in expression for g
control
4EB
Ep
efficiency of boundary-layer coniroL system
efficiency of aircraft-propulsive“system
1
1
e‘T
(O<” T53) ._. _
(~ ~ 3)-e-7
function
l
F
3=
G=
of- Y
+ C2K2
height of roughness particle
total pressure A.. ,.
2R f12 ‘1’
Vw cJ=-=-=—
2=
dx
2d3 2’
dx
.—
K
P=
velocity-profile shape parameter u
--
P- Po *
.-Bomo’
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static pressure
free-Otream static pressure
power required for boundary-layer control
volune flow per unit time
;.:02
2
critical Reynolds number, value of Re at which a small
“disturbanceis neither damped nor amplified
%
—
7
critical Reynolds number, value of R5* at which a small
disturbance is neither damped nor amplified
—-
()—,Rh Uhhroughness Reynolds num%er —v
Rc ()Go;airfoil Reynolds number —T
V velocity at outer edge of boundary layer
u velocity in direction of ~
iiu=_—
Uo
5
.-
.
.—
—
___
--
i. free-stream velocity
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v==
U.
v
v=. =
U.
x
z . i92Rc
5*
velocity at ~ = ~ with roughness particle a?+sent
velocity through surface, positive outward v ..-
—
velocity normal t-osurface, positi”veoutward
velocity in direction of ~-axis, stagnation-point flow
—
P
distance along surface measured from stagnation point
.-
increment in x
distance normal
angle of attack
to surface, positive outward
measure of boundary-layer thickness
displacement thickness (’m ~ -:)dy)
— .—
.-
.
7momentum thickness (~rn;~ - ;)d;
—-
—-
v
viscosity of fluid
kinematic viscosity of fluid (li/~)
free-stresm density
density
surface
of fluid
shearing
function of y
nondimensional stresm function
()
~
io:
T stream function
Subscripts:
s stagnation point
w at surface
—
- .+
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8
m far behind wing
x at stat-ion x
X+AX at station x + Ax
Barred quantities are dimensional.
ANALYSIS
Effect of an increase in boundary-laye
of the Uuninar boundary layer.- The analysis makes use of a modifica-
tion of Schlichtingfs method for the calculation of lsminar-boumlary-
layer velocity profiles (~ference 11). The ~odification consists in
using the boundary-layer momentum thickness 13 as the refere~ce length
instead of the length 51 used by Schlichtifi-g.The use of 6 instead
Of-El eliminates two auxiliary parameters, k and Xl, and makes the
extension of the Schlichting method to cases of uniformly distributed &.-
blowing relatively simple. The modified Sc&lichting method is described
in appendix A.
.
From the definition of the critical Reynolds number (reference I-2)
it follows that the boundary layer is unstable when the ratio of the
local critical Reynolds number-to the local boundary-layer Reynolds
Rec
number — is less than
Re ~~
stable when ~>1. In
Re
unity, neutrally
the present work
%C
stable when —=l,and
Rg
the assumption is made that
M_
the nmerical value ofithe ratio —
Rjc at a distance x from the
stagnation point–is a measure of the stability of the boundary layer
at that-value of x. It is assumed that the-boundary layer becomes –
Re
more stable as the ratio Q increases, (In this analysis it is
Rg
more convenient to use Rgc and Re than %* and ~*c.)
A conclusion of reference 13 is that-the critical Reynolds number
Rec depends only on the shape of the velocity profile. In the
Schlichting method ”allvelocity profiles are S single-parsjneterfamily.
Therefore to each value of K, the velocity-profile yarameter, there
corresponds a value of Rgc; that is,
Rgc = Rgc(K) (1)
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The function Ret(K) was calculated
v and is shown in figure 1. (See also
by Lin’s rapid
reference 6.)
9
method (reference 12)
The possibility that an increase in ~ can increase K enough
to cause a larger increase in Rec than in Re is now investigated.
The investigation is made for the general case %@;vv=ois
then a special case.
Rec
In order to determine the effect on — at a specific value of x
M d;
of an increase in ~ at that value of x with ~, ~, ~, and VW
( dU )fixed R=, U, ~ and Vw fixed ,
a function of the parameters K and
* a function of the two quantities k
--
ax
‘ec a8it is convenient to obtain —
Rg
VW2RC
—. The shape parameter “K is..
*dJ
dx
and kl defined by:
k_e~du
_— —
v b–
and
These definitions can also be written as:
and
.
.
’62 1 duk=———
Rc&dx
.-
(2)
(3)
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.
When the definitions for k and kl are substituted into the —
following equation connecting K, k, and :kl (equation (A8), .
appendix A):
.. .- .==
&(K + 1) - fk~ - k“= O (4)
the result+s —
Re2 1 dU f~Re—— —- -&(K+l)=O
R= up dx u
(5)
The quantities f and g where
and
are functions of K alone. Equation (5) is solved for Re; the result--–
is
where
w=JfpF-p]
2~c flz
Vw
.-k12
J=—=—=—
pg 2 ~ ,2k
dx dx
(6)
1
.-.
—
—
~ .–
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.
It is noted that the parameter J is independent of Re and therefore
does not change when ~ at a fixed value of x is changed.Y
The sign of the radical in equation (6) is determined by the fact
that Re is always positive. The sign is given in the following table:
.
.
J I K+l I sign
$>0
>0 I 20 I *
<0 <0
VW
— <0
u
>0 I >0 I -
<o I g I i-
2LE–lJ–
By combining equations (1) and (6) the following result is obtained:
(Vv + o) (7)
%3C Vw
Equation (7) fixes —
Re
when —, J, and K are known. The variation
%c
u
of — with K for constant values of J is shown in figure 2.
~ Re
12 NACA TN 2752
—
.
(The curves of’fig. 2 have been numbered; the value of J t-owhich the
numbers correspond may be obtained from table I.)
.
Usually the airfoil does hot have a porous surface; in this case
Vw = O and equation (7) is replaced by
(8)
Equation (8) can be obtained either by putting Vw = O in equation (5),
solving for Re, and combining with equation.(1), or by taking the limit
Re
-h
U2RC
as VW-+O in equation (7). The function .= — is shown in
R6 dU P
figure 3. z
The quantity under the square-root sign in equation (6) must be
positive; thus, —.
~+2&(K+l)>o
=
Jf2
When the equality sign is used, the result is the curve defined by the
equation
(9)
and
for
Re
shownby dashed lines in figures 2(a) and 2(b). A curve of ~
$ Re
a fixed value of J cannot cross the dashed curve.
.
—
.
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Although the relation between K, k, and k
f
(equation (4) and
fig. 4) is used in obtaining equations (7) and (8 , not all combinations
of values are allowable because some correspond to a physically unreali.
zable behavior of the boundary layer. Thus, in order to avoid the con-
tradiction that, at a fixed value of kl and with k negative
()
g<o,
an increase in k (a decrease in the magnitude of QIJ for & <O) candx
result in separation, only the portion of the curves for K, k, and kl
in figure 4(a) for which
()
~K
~ Q is used. The boundary curve,
~ k,
shown as a dashed line in figur~ 4(a), passes through the points at which
()aK~ kl changes from W to -aJ. Its equation is obtained by applying the
condition
().>?!! >()= ~kkl.
to the expression,
()aK~kl=—
df
—
dK
obtained from equation (4). The
1
@(K+ 1)
dK 1
d.iJ-
subscript on
denotes the quantity held constant during the
equation (10), the fact that ~ >0, and the
dK
the result is obtained that:
(lo)
1kl
the partial derivative
differentiation. From
inequality for
(k)
~K
~ kl)
dg2(K+ 1)
.
lL NACA TN 2752
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.
On the boundary curve the equality sign applies. When the condition
d&(K+ 1)
kl = dK
df
z
is used with equatton (4), the equation of the boundary curve is found
to be
dg2(K+ 1)
—
(11)k=g2(K+l)-f ‘K
df-
—
dK
.
All physically meaningful values of k and IK lie to the right of the
dashed boundary curve (fig. k(a)). For kl = O (that is, VW = O) only
values of K greater than -1.913 are allowable.
‘1,
%c
The curves of. — in figure 2 thus satisfy the conditions that
~ R6
u
R6>0
~+2#(K+l)>
= o.
J@
and
()?3K >o&l= m
.
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%crU2RCThe curve of — — (fig. 3) satisfies the conditions that:Re duIIK
()bK > 0.Re>O and ~kl.
Before the effect of an increase in %c~ on the ratio — can be
Rg
found from figures 2 and 3, the effect of the increase in ~ on K
must be found. aKThe sign of the derivative —
a~e-
is thus required.
~ly ~ varies; therefore, Re varies, but Rc, U, ~, and vw do
dx
not. From equation (4) K = K(kjkl); therefore,
where the subscripts denote the quantity held constant. Now from
equation (2)
and from equation (3)
NACA TN 275216
Therefore,
From equation (4) there follows
()bK 1~ kl = dg2(K + i)
-~kl
dK
and
()bK f_qk’ d&(K+ 1)
-~kl
dK
(12)
When these expressions for (~)kl and (~)k ar, s.bsti~~t~d
into equation (lZ?)Jthe result is
.—
.
.
—
i3K
,.—=
2g2(K+ 1) _ klf
bRg dg2(K+ 1)
~=a.
-.
dK -‘1 dK
(13)
—
.
The curves in figure
eter J. (See table I.)
2 are identified,by the value of the param-
aK
Therefore, in order t-ofind the siw of ~
l
3A
l
?
.
.
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for any curve in figure 2} it iS necessary to introduce the
17
parameter J
aKinto equation (13) for Rg —.
aR6
Equation (6) iS used to obtain:
1- 1
kl=- hRe=
li
-Jflt 1+ 2g2(K + 1)
u Jf2 _
Equation (13) thus becomes:
1- , 1
Li2&(K+l)+f2Jlt 1+ 2g2(K+ 1)?3K Jf2 1
‘e~=
d&(K+ 1) l
dK
,f.[,{~]
(14)
bK
The quantity Re — is plotted against K for constant values
aRe
of J in figure 5(a) for Vw > 0 and in figure 5(b) for Vw < 0. The
aK
curves of Re —
aR6
against K also satisfy the conditions that
and
Re>O
1+
2&(K+ 1) >0
J% =
()
aK >0
~k~’
—.
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2&(K+ 1)
When 1 + ~ = O, the numerator of equation (14) is zero;
Jfz
bK o
then, Re — = ,
~Rg
bKThe curve of Re —
~RG
against K for...Vw =
equation (14) with J = O, is shown in figure 6.
the conditions that Re >0 and aK >0
()~kl= l
Now”consider figures 3 and 6 which are for
from figure 6 that when Vw = O an increase in
K <-1, does not change K if K is initially
increases K if K>-l. Therefore an increase
O, calculated from
This curve satisfies
.
Vw = o. It is apparent
Re decreases K it
eqtil to -1, and
..-
in V, and thus in Re,
causes % to increase ~&K >-0.9,25 (fig. 3)0 consequently, an
R@
increase in boundary-layer thickness increases rather than decreases
the stability of-the boundary layer if K >-0.925. When K < -0.925
a small increase in boundary-layer thickness decreases the stability
of the boundary layer; conversely, when K <-0.925 a small decrease
in thickness increases the stability.
For K > -1 and Vw = O, the pressure falls along the surface in
the direction of-flow; when K < -1 and Vw = O, the pressure rises in
the direction of flow (equat-ion(4)). The values K= .1 and Vw = (Y
correspond to a flow with zero pressure g?mdient.
aKFigures 2(a) and 5(a) (for Vw > O) indicate that when Re —
aqg<o
(curves 6 to 13 hCIUS ive) an increase in R@ decreases the stability.
When Re ~>o (curves 1 to 5 inclusive), the stability may either
—
.
—
be increased or decreased by an increase in R~ depending on the values
of K and J and the magnitude of the increase in R@,
For Vw <O
bK
‘hen ‘e ~ <0
R@ decreases the
the conclusion is slmilar”to that for Vw > O; nsmely, “-
(curves 9 to 11, figs. 2(b) and 5(b)) an increase in
bK
stability.
‘en ‘e aR@
— > 0 (curves 1 to 7 inclusive, -
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.
figs. 2(b) and 5(b)) the stability may either be increased or decreased
by an increase in Re, depending on the values of K and J and the
. magnitude of the increase in Re. For curve 8 the stability is decreased
by an increase in Re.
The computations thus indicate that under suitable conditions an
increase in boundary-layer thickness can increase the stability of the
lsminar boundary layer.
Effect of an increase in boundary-layer thiclmess on the roughness
Reynolds number Rh.- Because the disturbing effect of a roughness
particle is decreased when its Reynolds number Rh is decreased suffi- ““
ciently (reference 10), it is desirable to exsmine the effect on Rh of
dU
an increase in ~, that is, an increase in Re with Rc, U, ~, and vw
fixed. Although an increase in boundary-layer thickness places the rough-
ness particle at a smaller fraction of the boundary-layer thickness from
the surface and consequently in a region of smaller velocity, the
. increase in thickness also changes the velocity profile and therefore
the velocity at a fixed distance from the surface. Whether the increase
.
in velocity associated with the change in velocity profile can be
greater than the decrease in velocity caused by the increase in the
~oundary-layer thickness is now investigated.
The definition of Rh is
Although the assumption of reference 10 that
becomes less accurate as the cwvature of the velocity
it can be shown that this assumption overestimates the
(15)
profile increases,
change in veloc-
. ity caused by the change in velocity profile. The assumption is there-
fore retained in the present analysis. Therefore, equation (15) becomes
—
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l
but from reference 11
Therefore,
or
.
(16)
Because f(K) changes with Re, itis not obvious that an increase
in Re always decreases Rh. The change in Rh caused by a change in
Re alone, really’ ~ alone, is given by:
&ih
[
f(K) + 1 df(K) aK
—= 1h2Rc2U2 — ——_aRe .Re2 ‘e ~ aRe
aK
When equation (13) for Re —
aRe
is used, the_result.is:
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dK + 21#(K + 1)
R@ bRh - df/dK f
~-=
d&(K + 1)
dK
- kl
df/dK
(17)
R* aRh
The partial derivative — — is shown in figure 7 as a function of K
Rh aRe
aRh
for four values of kl. The partial derivative — is always negative
aR~
because the numerator of equation (17) is negative for all values of K
and the denominator is positive for all values of K. That the denomi-
()aK. nator is positive follows from the condition that ~ 0; this% ~1
.
requires that:
d&(K+ 1)
Therefore, an increase in Re always decreases Rh; that iS) an
increase in boundary-layer thickness reduces the velocity at a fixed
distance from the surface more than the change in velocity profile
increases the velocity. Consequently, a sufficient increase in boundary-
layer thickness always decreases”the disturbing effect of roughness
particles.
Effect of an increase in boundary-layer thickness-on the stability
of the boundary layer of two typical airfoils.- The computations thus
indicate that a sufficient increase in boundary-layer thickness can
decrease the disturbing effect of roughness particles and that under
.
suitable conditions an increase in boundary-layer thickness can increase
the stability of the
.
these two results is
be positive.
laminar boundary layer. b equivalent statement of
‘ec
&h
a
~cm”
— is always negative and that —
‘hat Xg aRe
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In order to determine whether typical airfoils with neither suc-
Rgc
b—
tion nor blowing have regions in which
-%> O, that is, regions in
aR~”
which K > -0.92~ .(fig.3), the modified Schlichting method was used
to calculate the distribution of K along ‘x for the NACA 64AO1O and
NACA 64@o15 airfoil sections (reference 14) at zero angle of attack
(figs. 8(a) and 9(a)). The distribution of K along x for Vw = O
at-all values of x is independent of Rc. For the NACA 64AO1O airfoil
section only the buundary layer over the fofward 2* percent of the .air-
Rgc
a—
Rgc
% >o-
a—
foil has — Re
aR@ “
For the NACA 64@015 airfoil, however, ~ > 0
6’
a$
for the forward 2 ~ percent of the surface.__The region of —% aRe ‘0
is greater for the NACA 64&o15 airfoil section than for the NACA 64AO1O
airfoil section because the NACA 64@o15 airfoil section has larger
.
-—
.—
—
—
.
values of ~ over its forward port-ionthan the NACA 64AO1O section.
(Compare fi~. 10 and 11.)
It is to be noted that figures 3 m.d 6 indicate that by a suffi-
cient increase in boundary-layer thickness the boundary layer over the
forward portions of both the NACA 64AO1O and the NACA 64@o15 airfoil u-
sections can be made stable. This conclusion follows from the result---
that ~ >0 for K >-1 (fig. 6) and the__resultthat
aRe
[nd ec U2RC—— _IIdK ~ dU >0z
for K >-0.925 (fig. 3).
.
A sufficient increase in Re (in ~) can
Rec U2Rc--
therefore make — equal unity unless — is very large. For r
Re IIgdx
I
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exsmple, if the value of G at x = 0.35 on the NACA
at%= 107 is multiplied by 3.45, the value of Re
23
64Ao1o airfoil
is increased
Rgc
from 1221 to 42o8 and the value of —
Re
is increased from 0.239 to 1.0.
FWhen ~.0, K.-1 and ~~...dx H In this case, the flat-dU—dx
plate flow, an increase in
‘e can only make the boundary layer more
unstable.
Effect of blowing at the stagnation point.- The analysis has shown
that in a region of falling pressure on an airfoil having the usual type
—
of s~face (vw = O) the disturbing effect of roughness particles can be
decreased and the stability of the boundary layer increased by an
increase in boundary-layer thickness. This result suggests that an
* effort be made to find a method for increasing the boundary-layer thick-
ness without causing transition. The second part of the analysis inves-
tigates such a method, nsmely, blowing in the region of the stagnation
. point.
The work of reference 15 (see also appendix B) has shown that even
for large blowing velocities the velocity profile in a stagnation-point
()flow, a flow in which U = ~ x, does not have an inflection points
for y >0. In fact, as Vw becomes very large and positive (blowing)
the velocity profile approaches the sine profile:
----
u
()
y dU
-=sin——
u Vw dx
which has an inflection point at y = O. The value of Rec for this
limiting velocity profile is 228 (appendix B). The value of F@c at
the stagnation point is therefore always greater than or equal to 228.
At the stagnation point, however, Re = O. Therefore, Rec is there
always greater than R~ with the result that blowing at and near the
.
stagnation point can & used to thicken the
making it hmediately unstable.
.
boundary layer without
.—
,
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.
It is shown in appendix C that the Von I&n&n momentum equation
upon which the Schlichting method is based is valid for a stagnation-
point flow even when there are large velocities through the surface.
.
The Schlichting method can therefore be used to calculate the develop- —
ment of the boundary layer near the stagnation point even when there —
are large velocities through the surface.
As a result, blowing in the region of the stagnation point was
investigated for both the NACA 64AO1O and the NACA 64#015 airfoil
sections at a = 0° and Rc = 107. The independent parameter was the
quantity k which was given the values 0.709 and 7.09; these values
are, respectively, 10 and 100 times the value of k at the stagnation
point-without blowing. Because
@ dijk_=——
7 dx
the factors 10 and 100 mean that the value of ~ at–the stagnation
point is, respectively, ~ and 10 times the value of ~ for zero
blowing. The values of kl and K are obtained from figure 1.2and
the chosen value of k. The magnitude of (vw)s is obtained from
figure 12 and the definition
(0Rco = -Vw .-&—sdx
The behavior of the boundary layer is then computed by the modified
Schlichting method (appendixA).
At Rc = 107, a= 0°, and Vw = O ever”jwhere,the Reynolds num-
ber Re becomes larger than the critical Reynolds number Rec at--
x= 0.038 for the NACA 64AO1O airfoil section (fig. 8(b)) and at
x = 0.060 for the NACA 64@o15 airfoil section (fig. 9(b)). The
boundary layer on both airfoils is thus unstable for the greater part
of the region of falling pressure. When vw is -de positive (blowing)
near the stagnation point, R~ is increased and Rec is decreased so
that R9 becomes equal to Rec nearer the stagnation point than when
.
—
.
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. VW = O. The values of RG and Ret, however,
to one another for some distance by decreasing
. in the proper manner. When VW reaches zero,
layer in the present exsmples ends. Of cowse
25
can then be made equal
Vw along the surface
control of the boundary
the boundary layer can
be made neutrally stable to the trailing edge by allowing ‘vw ‘to be
negative (suction) from the point where VW = O to the trailing edge
(see reference 6). In this case the boundary-layer thickness is first
increased by the blowing and then decreased by the suction. The net
effect depends on the value of x, the Reynolds nmnber, the airfoil
—
velocity distribution, and the magnitude of the blowing velocity at
.
the stagnation point.
The distribution of Vw necessary to
by using the relation between Re and Z
ment that ~ . Rec. The relation between
Re = Ufi~c
but
.
Re = ReC
therefore
——
make R~ = R8c’ is calculated
together with the require-
Re and Z is .—.
(18)
In order to obtain the distribution of Vw along x, the integration
process described in appendix A is used. This procedure is briefly as
follows: At X+AX
z(o)
X+AX ().Zx+: Axx
.
(o) at X+h
The value of R9C is then found from equation
value of K~~ is found by use of figure 1. The value of.
()
found from Z~& and ‘u by use of the definition
. z X+AX
(18). The
26
when ~(o)
X+AX and
and the functions
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.
l
k=Z~ ‘
dx
k(o) are known,
X+AX
kl$~ is found from equation (4)
()
(o)
g(K) and f(K), The value of ~ is now
—.. [d.x/x+Ax
found from equations (A2) and (A3). The iteration process described In
appendix A is then used to find the final value of’all the quant-ities —
at x + Ax. The value of- VW at x + Ax is found from the equation
kl
‘l=F
where .—
fl ‘ -vwKc
.
The procedure is repeated to find Vw at “x+ W and so forth.
When Vw becomes zero, the computation in the present-examples is
carried on with kl = O.
The result-sof the computations for the NACA 64AO1O airfoil are
shown in fi~e 8. The behavior of the curves in figure 8(a) confirms
the prediction of figure 6 that for Vw = O an increase in ~
increases K if K > -1. The distributions of Vw along x for
(%)8 = 0.0151 and for (vw)s = 0.0515 are shown in figure 8(c) for
the region where .Vw > 0. The variation of Re and Rec for
(Vw)s =0, (W& = 0.0151, and (vw)s .0.0515 is shown in fig-
ures 8(b), 8(d), and 8(e), respectively. In figure 8(f) is shown the
distribution of R6c/Re along x for the three distributions of Vw
—.
.-
with x. The ratio of the boundary-layer thicknesses with blowing to
those without blowing is shown in figure 8(g).
There are two main results of the computations for the NACA 64AO1O
airfoil section. The first is that except for the region between
x= 0.038 and x = 0.06 (fig. 8(f)) the stability is decreased by
the blowing; for x >0.06 the decrease is small. The second result;-
is that,although there is a large increase,in boundary-layer thickness
near the stagnation point (fig. 8(g)), the amount of the increase in
—
. .
.—
.
.—
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thickness decreases rapidly until at the pressure minimmn the boundary-
layer thickness for (%)8 = 0.0151 is only about 2 percent and the
boundary-layer thickness for (Vw), = 0.0~15 only about 5 percent
greater than for (vw)B = o. Thus, the only effect making transition
less likely is the increased boundary-layer thickness and this increased
thickness is present over only the foremost portion of the airfoil.
The results of the computations for the NACA 6@Io15 airfoil are
shown in figure 9. The behavior of the curves in figure 9(a) confirms ‘“--—
the prediction of figure 6. The variation’of Vw along x for
(vv)s = 0.0111 and for (vw)s = 0.0380 are shown in figure 9(c) for
the region where vw >0. Figures 9(b), 9(d), and 9(e) contain the
variation of Re and of RGC with x for (%)8 = 0, (Vw)s = 0.0111,
and (vw)s = 0.0380, respectively. In figure 9(f) is shown the distri-
bution of Rec/Re along x for the three distributions of (Vw),
along x. Figure 9(g) contains the ratios of boundary-layer thicknesses
.
with blowing to those without blowing. There are again two main results.
For the NACA 64~015 airfoil the ratio Rec/~ is greater for (~w)s >0
than for (Vw)s = O for values of x between about 0.063 and 0.30
(fig. 9(f)). The ratio of boundary-layer thickness with blowing to
that without blowing (fig. 9(g)) shows the same behavior as for the
NACA 64AoI_0airfoil.
The chosen distribution of blowing has thus shown a greater effect
in reducing the likelihood of transition on the NACA 6k@o15 airfoil
than on the NACA 64AO1O airfoil.
.—._
On the NACA 642A015 airfoil the chosen
distribution of blowing has, in addition to the increase in boundary-
layer thickness, also produced an increase in stability that is notice-
able to about x = 0.30.
Power required for blowing.- The power required for blowing is
where 3 is the volume of fluid blown out per second, ~ is the total
~ressure added to the fluid by a system within the aircraft, and EB iS
the efficiency of the entire boundary-layer control system.
The quantity ~~ is obtained by integrating ~w~ around the
entire airfoil surface; thus
~~=
$ ;. E ti–
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Expressed as a drag coefficient, the power-required for boundary-layer .-.
control is: .
—
propulsive.system. Then,where Ep is the efficiency of the aircraft
--
.
If no fluid originates or is retained in the
coefficient is
aircraft, the total drag .—
.
dx
();where 2 - is the wake drag coefficient--ofthe airfoil (reference 16).E co
The expression for C% (equation (L9)) can also be written as
-w
—
C%=:g Vw dx
%.
(20)
L)ZIRwhere — is an average pressure loss defined by
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Therefore
The values of CQ
for a,= 0° and
$Y..d~
f Vw
dx= __ = CQ
Uoc
for the NACA 64AO1O and NACA 64@o15 airfoils are,
Rc = 10(, “
1’Airfoil I (Vw)s I CQ
NACA 64A010 0.0151 0.00026
.0515 .00058
—
--
NACA 64@o15 .0111 .00032
.0380 .00070
.
Because of the small values of CQj the drag coefficient
t)
Ep AH
e,ppreciableonly when the factor — =
‘B ~
is a multiple
m
CDP will
of unity.
be
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DISCUSSION
The present analysis uses two approximate methods, nsmely,
Schlichtingls method (reference 11) and Linls approximate formula
(reference 12). The tests of the Schlichting method in reference 11
and the test in appendix B for blowing.near the stagnation point give
no reason to doubt that the Schlichting method correctly predicts the
response of the boundary layer to changes in the variables that affect
its behavior, namely, pressure gradient, Rejnolds number, blowing, and
so forth. .The accuracy of the prediction, however, is known to depend
on the particular case (see reference 11).
Reference 17 investigated the approximate Lin fozmula and concluded
that the predicted critical Reynolds numbers-agree well with those
predicted by more elaborate calculations. Although the Lin formula
has good accuracy, the exact prediction of the--criticalReynolds number
of a velocity profile requires a precise knowledge of the first and sec-
ond derivatives of the velocity profile u =-u(y). It therefore seems
likely that the main uncertainty in the predictions of %@e by the
combined Schlichtlng and Lin methods lies in the Schlichting method which
assumes that all velocity profiles form the particular single-parameter
fmily given by equation (Al), appendix A.
In spite of the inexactness of the methods of analysis the result
that an increase in boundary-layer thickness can increase the stability
or-the laminar boundary layer under the proper conditions is believed
valid. It therefore follows that-thinning the boundary layer will not– ‘-
always increase the boundary-layer stab-ility.- The present analysis,
however, does not predict the effects obtained by placing slots on a
surface (references 7, 8, and 9) because this investigation treat-sthe
effect of a change in boundary-layer thickness alone and slots change
not only the boundary-layer thickness but also, by their sink effect-
(reference 9), change the pressure distribution in thei~ vicinity and,
by introducing stagnation points, can produce convex velocity profiles
on their downstream sides.
It is noted thatithe pressure drop along the surface required to
make any thickening of the boundary layer result in an increase in sta-
bility is not very large. For exuple, the NACA 6k#015 airfoil at
a.o” has a large enough pressure drop over the forward
—
22$ percent”-
of the surface to make any increase in boundary-layer thickness increase
the stability.
The result that the effective height of surface irregularities can
be decreased by an increase in boundary-layer thickness without a decrease
.
.
#
.
--
.
.
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in stability and the fact that the consistent attainment of lsninar flow
in flight is prevented by surface irregularities makes it important to
+ find a method that can increase the boundary-layer thickness without
itself causing transition.
In the present work an investigation was made of the feasibility
of increasing boundary-layer thicknesses by blowing over the foremost
portion of an airfoil. In order to make the effects clear, large
blowing ve,lo~itiesat the stagnation point were chosen. In order for
the Von Kkrman momentum equation to he valid, however, it is necessary
that Vw be of the order of ~
()
or that U= %x.
K
That iS,
s
either the boundary-layer-theory assumptions must be satisfied or (see
appendix C) the flow must be a stagnation-point flow. For definiteness,
it is assumed that VW must be less than —* at Rc =
&
107, vv must
()
thus be less than 0.003 if U+ ~ x.
“ s
For the NACA 6kAO10 airfoil U = 174.7x to.about x = 0.003 with
. less than 10-percent error; thus the stagnation-point flow extends to
about x = 0.003. In this region large values of Vw do not invalidate
the Von K&n& momentum equation; therefore the Schlichting method
remains valid for large Vw for x less than about 0.003. For
(Vw)s = 0.0151 however, Vw > 0.003 for values of x between 0.003
and 0.011 (fig. 8(c)) and for (vw)s = 0.0515, Vw > 0.003 for values
of x between 0.003 and 0.012 (fig. 8(c)). Therefore in the region
lying roughly between x = 0.003 and x = 0.012 and about 0.01 in
length, the values of Vw are large enough to introduce an additional
uncertainty into the predictions of the calculations for the NACA
64A010 airfoil. A similar region exists between x = 0.007 and
x = 0.015 for (vw)s = 0.0111 (fig. 9(c)) and between x = 0.007 and
x= 0.020 for (vw)s = 0.03&3 (fig. 9(c)) on the NACA 64@o15 airfoil.
The region in which the Schlichting method is probably invalid grows
with an increase in (vw)s so that it is inadvisable to make calcula-
tions for larger values of (Vw)s on the NACA 64AO1O and NACA 6@Io15
airfoils at a = 0° and Rc = 107.
Although the blowing velocities were so large that the boundary-
layer assumptions were probably violated in a small area at the end of
the stagnation-point-flow region, the boundary-layer thiclsnesswas
.
increased significantly over only the foremost portion of the airfoils.
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Whether larger blowing velocities can appreciably incre~e the boundary-
.
layer thickness over larger portions of the-surface than found in the
present work must therefore be determined experimentally.
.
.
.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In order to investigatethe possibility that an increase in
boundary-layer thickness could increase the local critical Reynolds
number more than the local boundary-layer Reynolds number, computations
have been made by combining the Schlichting method with the Lin method
for the calculation of the critical Reynolds number of a velocity pro-
file. The computations indicate that-in a region of falling pressure
on an impervious surface an increase in boundary-layer thickness can
cause the velocity profile shape to be changed enough by the increase
in effective pressure gradient ‘sothat the ratio of the local critical
Reynolds number to the local boundary-layer”Reynoldsnumber is increased.
It thus appears thatithe local stability of the boundary layer can be
increased by a local increase in boundary-layer thickness. The compu-
tations also indicate that similar effects ockur when there is flow
through the surface; in this case the results depend on the -effective
flow through the s~rface as well--ason the effective pressure gradient.
These calculations suggest that u increase in boundary-layer thick-
ness can decrease the disturbing effect of rougfiess particles without a -
decrease in stability. This conclusion is ~plied by the result that an
increase in boundary-layer thickness reduces the velocity at a fixed dis-
tance from the surface more than the change In velocity profile increases
the velocity. One method of increasing the bounda~y-layer thickness,
nmnely, blowing near the stagnation point, has been invest-igatedtheo-
retically and seem to have limited potentialities because the blowing.
produces a significant increase in boundary-layer thickness only over
the foremost portion of the airfoil.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Comuittee for Aeronautics
Langley Field, Vs., March 19, 19521.
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APPENDIX A
MODIFICATION OF THE SCHLICH!TINGMETHOD
The Schlichting method
laminar boundary layer form
assumes that all velocity profiles of the
the single-parameter family
u
–=F1(q) ‘~2(Tl)
u
where K is the velocity-profile
and F2 are (see reference 11):
‘l’1-
e‘7
; (Al)
shape parameter. The functions
‘1
-.
.
and
F2 = F1 - sin ()g? (O<TS3)
The function F1 represents the asymptotic suction profile (reference U.)
.,.
and the term sin
():7
represents an approximation to the Blasius pro-
file for the flat plate (K = -l). With this relation for the velocity
profile, Schlichting uses the momentum equation in the form
—
.
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By introducing the substitutions
and
where Z = e2Rcj the momentum equation can be written as
dZ G(k,kl)
—
—=
dx u
where
r~,+?kl) =2 f - k2+
L-
The terms f and 5*/61 are functions of
function of k and kl.
mc~ m 2752
.
.
—.
(A2)
i5*
7-)]-kl (A3)
the parameter K which is a
In order to rompute the properties of’the boundary layer, equa-
tion (A2) is integrated step by step to fiind Z(x); therefore, G(k,kl)
must be found at each step. Schlicht-inggives a plot of G(k,kl); the
computation of Z(x) therefore is made by using equation (A2), the
definitions of k and klj and the plot of G(k,kl) (fig. 6 of
reference 11). When any property of the shape o~the velocity profiles
is needed, the distribution of the shape parameter K(x) must also be
found. The parameter K, however, is given by Schlichting not as a
function of k and kl but as a function of X arid Xl; thus
(equation (14) of_reference 11)
.
.
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.
where
and
In order to find
. X(x) and Xl(x) from
the computation of Z.
are converted to i(x)
of A against
against k for
parameter K(x)
reference 11).
k for
(Ah)”-
K(x), it is therefore first necessary to find
k(x) and kl(x), the quantities available from
The computed distributions k(x) and kl(x)
and Xl(x) by two sets of curves, one, values
constant values of kl, the other, values of Xl
constant values of kl. The distribution of the shape
is then found from a plot of equation (A4) (fig. 3 of
—.
In the present investigation, properties of the boundary layer on
an airfoil with blowing (Vw >0, had to be calculated. Because the
curves given in reference 11 for use in calculations are confined to
VW5 0, it was necessary to extend them to Vw >0. In doing this it
was found that the curves of X(k,kl) and Al(k,kl) could be elimi-
-—
nated and the extension
The quantities X and
found directly from k
The quantities X
of reference 11 for k
obtain
.
of the Schlichting method to Vw > 0, simplified.
Al then do not appear in a computation; K is
and k~.
and kl are eliminated by solving equation (22)
and equation (23) of reference 11 for Xl to
. (A5)
36
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.
kl
Ll=—
%
where g = g(K) F=r When equations (A5)
tion (Ah) the result is
r T
(~6)
and (A6) are used with equa-
g2(K + 1) -g~+(l-$jk,-k=o
Equation (20) of reference 11, however, is
(A7)
._ _
++ (+J ‘f(K)
.-
Therefore, equation (A7) becomes:
a relation between K, k, and k~. The
figures h(a) and 4(%), was calculatedly
for
are
-2.099~K$ O from equation (A8).
given in reference 11.
k=O (A8)
—
function K(k,kl), shown in
fixing kl and calculating k
The functions g(K) and f(K)
.-
The curves of G(k,kl) given by Schlichtin (fig. 6 of reference 11)
thus be extended to negat-ivevalues of .kl ?that is Vw > O) by thecan
use of equation (A3), figure 4, and the values of f(K), g(K), and
b*/@K) given in table 2 of reference 11. In the present work, how-
ever, because of the large range of k and kl, it was more convenient
tu compute G(k,kl) at every step in x by using figures k(a) and h(b)
and curves of f(K)J $(K), and $ (K).
In order to integrate equation (A2), the value of’ Z at x + AX
was found by the formula:
NACA TN 2752
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(o)
The value of Zx+& was used to find
()
~ (o)
A new value of Zx+~
.
called &
z ~+~ l
x was then found from:
This process was repeated either until there was no change between
()dz ()dz (2) ()dz (2)successive values of E ~+~ or to G ~+~” When E wasX+AX
.
()dz (1) ()G (2)not equal to — the step length was reduced. When ~~ X+AX X+&
was equal to
()
~ (1)
()
dz (1)
the step length was not changed. When ~
z X+AX X+AX
.
was equal to
()
dz (0)
s
the step length was increased. In no case was
X+AX
a value of AX larger than 0.05 used.
In order to begin a computation at the stagnation point, it is
necessary to find the values of k and kl there. The requirement
that ~ remain finite at the stagnation point (U = O) mesms that
G(k,kl) = O (equation A2). The values of k and kl at the stagna-
tion point therefore satisfy the equation
The variables
contains three
f ()-k2+~-kl=0 (A9)
f and 5*/El sre functions of K only. Equation (A9)
variables, k, kl, and K. In order to find snother
relation between
two equations in
k, kl, and K, equation (A8) is used. There are then
the two unknowns k and kl:
f ()-k 2+$ -kl=CJ
38
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.
g2(K+l)-k-fkl=0
The solution is
# -g2(K+l)
‘s’(Lgjf -’=
and
kl_ &( K+1)(2+fl) -f
=
s
()
2+gf:,
(All) .
.
Equations (A1O) and (All) give the values of k and kl at the stagna-
tion point as functions of K. Because K at the stagnation point
usually unknown, it is better to have k
known quantities. Schlichting (reference
defined as:
()klco=— Es
By writing kl as
and k as
()~ %2 1 dU=—— —k Uz:dx
and kl as functions of
n): introduces a quantity
is
co
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the expression
()f—-Vw RcC* = J dUZB
is obtained. The quantities
()(VW)S~ %, and ~ ~ are usually hmwn.
The connection between k~, kl~, KS, and Co iS show h fiwe 12.
Althou@ equation (A2) leads to
dzo )
—=—
dxo
at the stagnation point, an application of .L’Hospital’sfile ~e~ultfiin .._
a definite expression for ()dz l it isG s’
7
L J
For all computations in the present work
()
dz
= O because for a
Zs
()
d2U”
symmetrical airfoil at zero angle of attack — = O md because in
d~2’s
the present work
()
‘1
— =0.
dx~
-. .— - —..- ——
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FLOW AT THE STAGNATION
At the stagnation point
although U = O means that
The expression for G(k,kl)
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APPENDIX B
POINT FOR LARGE BLOWING QUANTITIES
the requirement that ~ remains finite
G(k,kl) = O at the stagnation point.
is
[
G(k,kl) = 2 f -
Therefore, at the stagnation point,
++w’il
f ()
6*
-k2+~-kl=0
Now divide by kl; the result is
(Bl)
(B2)
(B3)
For the stagnation-point flow, k is positive. The maximum
value that f can ever have is 0.5; the maximum value of ~ is 4.64.
Therefore, when kl becomes very large and negative, equation (B3)
becomes
k -1
~=—
*+&
e
The equation relating K, k, and kl also must apply; it is
g2(K+l)-k-fkl=0
(B4)
(B5)
.
.
,
.
.
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l
Now divide by kl; the result is
41
(B6)
the maximum value of &(K + 1) is 0.25; therefore, when kl becomes
very large and negative, equation (B6) becomes
J&=.f (B7)
Therefore, for G = O, k becomes large and positive as kl becomes
large and negative. If equations (B4) and (B7) are combined, the result
is
()f2+g -1=0* (B8)
Now (reference 11)
f=~+~-~)~(CO+CIK+C2&)
and (reference 11)
()
61-2--K
6* Yc
—=
e co + cIK +
Equation (B8) is then
~+ (1 - *F]FFO + “K + c@2)
By substituting the values (reference 11)
( )]6+ 1 - 2 -;K - 1= O (B9)
6
c1 - C2 =2 - ;
.
1co=—
2
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it-can be shown by trial that K = -1 is a root-mf equation (B9).
The other two roots are found to be
K = -4.95 ““’
and
K =8.96
Because both are outside the permissible range of K (-2.099~ KS O),
K= -1 is the oiilyvalid root of equation (B8). Therefore, for a
stagnation-point flow with very large ~ositive Vw the velocity profile
becomes the Schlichting flat-plate profile
.—
(BIO)
The relation between K, k, and kl at the stagnation point
for all values of kl is given by equatiags (A1O) and (All) and is
shown in figures 4 and 12. By use of equations (A1O) and (All), it
can be shown that k+ O, kla0.5, and K~O as Co~~ and that
k+=j kl+-~, and Kj-1 as Co~-W. From these results and
figures 4 and 12 it is clear that for a sta-gnation-pointflow -1 SK S O.
Therefore, the value of Rec for a stagnation-point-flow is always
greater than 228 (see fig. 1) and the velocity profile never has an
inflection point for y >0; velocity profiles for K ~ -1 have no
inflection point for y >0.
The velocity profile predicted by the Schlichting method for a
stagnation-point flow with large positive Vw, namely, equation (B1O)
is now shown to Fe an exact solution of the Navier-Stokes equations.
The work of reference 15 has shown that the exact-solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations for a stagnation-pointflow with large positive
VW is
.
.
.
The variable T is
..
.
.
.
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From the definitions of k and kl it follows that
In the limit for large vw (large k~), however, (see equation (B4))
2’-(2+%9
Therefore
Now, from equation (17) of reference 11,
and from equation (19) of reference 11
~=1-(2-$)K
Co + CIK + c@2
Therefore
+~+$=2(co+c1K+C@2) +l-(2-$K
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In the limit as Vw gets large and posiAi_ve, K = -1; therefore,
.
()e2+< ()~ e ‘2c0-2(c1-c2)+1+2-$!
but, from reference 11,
1co. -
2
—
—
and
Therefore,
.. .
6
‘1 - C2 = 2 - ;
and in the limit
()~=ydu6——.Vwdxfi
Thus equation (B1O) becomes
u
-=
()
sin l-ill
u Vw dx
l’heSchlichting method.therefore predicts the correct velocity
profile for the stagnation-pointflow for large blowing.
Note, however,that the Schlichting method is incorrect in predicting that the veloclty
profile is the same as the flat-plate profile without blowing.
A comparison of the velocity profiles predicted by the approximate
Schlichting method (reference 11) with some exact–solutions of the _
boundary-layer equations”for large Vw in a stagnation-pointflow
(reference 18) is shown in figure 13. The +xact-~olutions of the
boundary-layer equations for a stagnation-~ointflow are also solutions
of the Navier-Stokes equations (reference 19, p. 82).
.
..
.
.
—
.—
.
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APPENDIX C
VON K&& MOMENTUM EQUATION FOR STAGNATION-POINT‘FLOW
The stagnation-point flow, the flow in the region in which
u=
()
g
ax
x, can be described by the Navier-Stokes equations in
s
nondimensional form; the equations are
p+vav. ()ap + 1 a2v #vax ——ay -q +—RC ax2 ay2 (C2)
The strean function for an inviscid stagnation-point flow with
v#Oaty=Ois .—
t=axy-bx
(see reference 19 for the case 1 = O) vhere
and
b %=—
U.
46
The velocity
theorem, the
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components are U = ax and V-= -ay + b. By Bernoulli’s
static pressure is
P= Ps-*p+v2) =p5-$x2+y2
[
- 2(:)Y + (:~]
For a viscous fluid the expression for the stream function is generalized
to
V = X~(y) - bx
and the expression for the static pressure, to
P=PS
- $~ + F(y,bj
The velocity components are
aw %
‘=% ‘X5
a~ .@+bv=-—=-
ax 1
The velocity components at-‘y = O are u = O and v = b; at y = ~
the x velocity component-is the same as that for the inviscid fluid;
that is -
U.u.ax (C5)
It will now be shown that the Von K&&n momentum equation results if
equation (Cl) is integrated with respect to y. From equations (C4)
and the fact that the use of equations (C4) leads to a solution ofithe
stagnation-point
that
(C3)
(C4)
flow with blo~ing (references 15 and 18), it follows
.
—
,
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Equation (Cl) thus becomes
Uih+v h.. ————g+la% . ..—
ax ay
RC a?
(C6)
.-
Now integrate equation (c6) with respect to y; thus,
J1 Qudy+J1 2u~=- 1zap Jza%uax vay dy (C7) -0 0 oz*+&o~.
where Z is a constant such that, for y> Z, u = U = ax.
By integration by parts it follows that
1 2
J 1 -J
Vauw=w z Uavdy
o ay o 0 ay
But
and, by continuity,
therefore,
J’z +dy= ~ Jz au 1ay - —dy+Uvw+o 0 ax Jo +9
—-
Equation (C7) becomes
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.
ap
From equation (C3), ~. -a2x; ap
— is thus independent.of’y. By
ax
.-
.
ap
use of U.= ax, —
—
can also be written as-
ax
—
(C9)
—
JL auu dyEquation (c8), after equation (C9) has been ”substitutedand o x
added and subtracted, is .—
Jzau2 ~y J Z auu dy + J z auu dyos7-ox- 05T-
.
(Clo) -
&= ofor Y>z
where
ay
After collecting terms and using
—.
equation (C1O) becomes
But
—
m,--
—
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l
and
.
therefore, the result is the Von K~m’n momentum equation
( ‘=(%s’)‘hevOnK:mg”Near the stagnation point where
momentum equation is therefore obtainable directly from the Navier-Stokes
equations of motion and is thus valid there even for large VW. The
.
Schlichting method is therefore not,invalidated by the presence of
large vw in a stagnation-point flow.
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(a) Vw >0.
Figure 5.- Variation with velocity-profile shape parameter K of
bK
—, parameter of rate of change of K with boundary-layer
‘e @
b
.
—
.
.
thickness, for fixed values of boundafy-layer-controlparameter J
(see table I for values of J).
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Figure 10.. Velocity distribution, U agatist x, for the NACA 6&1010
airfoil section at a . OO.
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Figure 12.- Variation at stagnation poin= velocity-profile shape
parsmeter K, pressure-gradient-parameter k, and parameter of flow
through surface kl, with stagnation-pointparameter Co.
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Figure 13.- Comparison of exact and approximate boundary-layer velocity
. profiles at stagnation point with blowing for three values of
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